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1. Miguel Yunes and Luis Romo de Ramírez, both PCh members, arrived Mexico from Soviet Union and Cuba, where he had studied for about one year. Both told this by Amelia de Zúñiga, wife of Luis Zúñiga, and others. Letter still pending.

2. Amelia told S/L about 13dec Luis Manuel Zúñiga hopes to leave within soon for Spanish operation but approval not yet received from Moscow.

3. Teresa de Rodríguez, wife of José Rodríguez SIlva, left Mexico for Honduras in Dec of 47. Both are members.

4. Pedro Martínez and Tejeda (PCh), liberal party, arrived Mexico in Dec and came Mexico City in Dec. Both staying hotel Nuevo México. S/L talked with both after arrival Mexico.

5. Gregorio Ramírez, PCh sympathizer, told S/L his wife, Kirián Valeria de Ramírez, still Honduras but may come Mexico soon. Kirián

6. Dispatch follows.

7. [Handwritten word]